Throughout the ages the ethnic Chinese is minorities and marginalized so the implicates the political attitudes and behaviors ethnic society Tionghoa. The openness democratic space became the arena of politics the orientation return the strengthening ethnic Chinese in Baturaja.

This research to know politics orientation of the Ethnic Tionghoa in Baturaja Kabupaten Ogan Komering Ulu. The method is qualitative research.

The research is stated the political orientation of ethnic Chinese in Baturaja Kabupaten Ogan Komering Ulu. Cognitive orientation in the form of understanding Pancasila and the system of government (state) used to for asmiliasi and aculturations. Chinese ethnic political of affective orientation Balfour to feel is proud to be Indonesian citizens as It is appropriate with understanding of they are ancestor in livers of nation and state. These three of evaluative orientation ethnic Chinese community in Balfour participated in providing support to in the implementation regional election and the ethnic Chinese civil society organizations establish in Baturaja as bonding priomdiliasme. The Political the orientation Chinese ethnicity Baturaja in the transition period to new order of reform is a change orientation of individuals in focus internal the solidarity, struggle of cultural identity, of public awareness on variety of area of as well as the pluralismpolitics orientation of The factors is closely related to the Chinese ethnic the ideology, the ethnic Chinese in confession of political the rights and convenience of running a business and the the welfare of the ethnic Chinese in the Baturaja.
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